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The Total Economic Impact™ 
Of Microsoft Windows Defender 
Advanced Threat Protection

This document is an abridged version of a case study commissioned by Microsoft titled: The Total Economic Impact Of Microsoft Windows Defender Advanced 
Threat Protection, July 2017. 

Read the full study

Through four customer interviews and data aggregation, Forrester concluded that 
Windows Defender ATP has the following three-year financial impact.

WINDOWS DEFENDER ATP BY THE NUMBERS

Investigate and remediate threats 
4x faster with Windows Defender 
ATP compared with prior EDR tools

Windows Defender ATP catches 
1.7x as many threats as other EDR 
tools and reduces the risk of a data 
breach by 40%

$50 saved per year per endpoint 
by eliminating a prior EDR tool

“Our expectation is that a main benefit will be that 
Windows Defender ATP is more of an integrated 
stack, and so the benefit comes from less impact 
on the end user in terms of the client OS, less 
complexity on the endpoint.”
Senior enterprise architect, energy company 

SUMMARY OF BENEFITS
3-year risk adjusted

Security team
efficiency, $346K

Reduced end 
user impact, 

$70K

Alternate
tool cost
savings, 
$1.5M

$2.3 M
three-year

total benefits
present value

Reduced
risk of a 
breach, 
$340K

Administration 
efficiency, $25K

End users save 4 hours of 
remediation time per threat, an 
80% reduction

240 administration hours saved 
per year compared with a prior 
EDR tool

ROI
53%

NET PRESENT 
VALUE

$793K

BENEFITS 
PRESENT 
VALUE

$2.3M

VOICE OF THE CUSTOMER

“The upside with Windows Defender ATP is the 
way the analytics run on the back end. It does a 
very good job of pointing out exactly what’s 
happening on the machine, what forces it, what 
file is hidden, what it’s trying to do, what sites it’s 
trying to hit. And it does a very good job of 
correlating all of those events so we can actively 
get right to the root of whatever is going on, and 
they’re able to get zero-day diagnostics.”
Manager of information technology, automotive company
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